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JCL statements usually refer to the mainframe system functions to implement a certain task. There are two types of JCL statements: job
control statements (JOB, EXEC, DD), and subprogram statements (GET, WHERE, FORMAT, and SET). You need both types in order to

formulate a complete statement. You use JCL with your application programs (COBOL, PL1, and the like) to accomplish the jobs you have
already defined. In other words, it is used for program-to-mainframe interactions in a server environment. I (Sibashis) have a new book
available, which is: “Mainframe COBOL JCL DB2 IMS DB VSAM CICS Express Reference”. I wrote this book because I have to read a lot of

material about Mainframe JCLs to be prepared for the PMI exams. I think this book will help you a lot to prep your mainframe refresh. About
the author: Sibashis Nanda (aka “Sibashis”) is the author of the book, Mainframe COBOL JCL DB2 IMS DB VSAM CICS Express Reference. He

was born in Belgaum, India, and resides in the U.S. While working as a software developer, he began studying for the CGA. After passing
the CGA, he took the PMI-ACP and then started studying for the PMI-ACP certification exams. He passed the exams in 2012 and then went
on to study for the PMI-CAP and passed them also. He has a lot of experience in many mainframe related topics such as mainframe JCL,

Z/OS and general COBOL. The first of these books was, “Mainframe COBOL JCL DB2 IMS DB VSAM CICS Express Reference”. This book was
written by Sibashis Nanda, who passed the PMI-ACP certification exam in 2012. The topics in this book are covered in a question answer
format that helps with the preparation for the exam. Sibashis has the most experience in mainframe JCLs of anyone I know, so he has

written a very good book on that topic.
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muthu.pdf is an original, intelligent and insightful presentation about mainframe. it contains a comprehensive survey of mainframe, its
evolution, history, technology, market and mainframe related documents. description: a mainframe refresher for professional mainframe
users. this mainframe refresher is an extended version of my refresher document. it contains all the information i know about mainframe
(s/390). osf1 – the operating system found on the mainframe osf2 – optional extensions to osf1 system services – osf1 services which the

user or third party applications use transport services – osf1 services which the mainframe uses to communicate with other hardware
commands – the applications used to perform the required tasks programming tools a computer system is defined as an operating system,
a set of instructions that allow the hardware to be used to perform a specific task. the instruction set for the ibm mainframe is called the

z/os operating system. z/os is the same as the unix operating system, but for the mainframe. the ibm mainframe is a collection of
hardware, built to a specific design and purpose. the hardware is built around a processing unit called the central processor, which has its
own memory and input/output devices called input/output units. the z/os operating system is implemented on top of the hardware to allow

the hardware to be used to perform tasks. the term mainframe was originally used to describe the hardware itself. the term mainframe
now refers to the z/os operating system. many customers still consider the term mainframe to be a synonym for the z/os operating system.
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